THE PROS AND CONS OF TRACKING AND ABILITY GROUPING IN SCHOOLS
What the research says...

2004 study of elementary teacher’s views on tracking:

- 47% felt tracking was positive experience
- 51% felt consequences of tracking on future educational and employment opportunities was “less than positive”
- 70% of teachers need more time to cover the same material in the low track class
- 62% of teachers are able to provide more material to the high track class

What the research says...

2004 study of elementary teacher’s views on tracking:

- 70% of teachers supported tracking in elementary grades
- 41% of those thought tracking should continue, but with modifications
- 12% thought tracking should be eliminated altogether
- “Teachers realize the educational benefits of a more challenging curriculum and classroom to slower learners, but they also realize they may be holding up brighter students in the process”

What the research says...

2005 study of the effects of within-class ability grouping:

- Low ability students - heterogeneous (mixed) groups
- Average - homogeneous groups
- High ability - either type of group

“As intact classrooms consist mainly of average achievers, teachers who don’t support ability grouping prefer grouping practices that, ironically, tend to inhibit the majority of their students.”

What the research says...

2008 study of struggling readers in mixed ability groups:

- Struggling readers in mixed groups encounter the same problems associated with their placement in homogeneous ability groups
- They read less and are interrupted more often than the other students
- “The question then becomes whether the mixed-ability group might result in the same kind of stigma for low-performing students that it is designed to avoid.”

What the research says...

2008 study of 7th grade math class:

- 89% compare within track
- 12% compare across

“Perhaps a child’s ranking within a group is of more importance than whether or not the group is homogenous or heterogeneous.”

Suggestions for modifications:

- **flexible grouping**: arranging students for different purposes based on their learning needs as determined through continuous assessment with frequent changes in group membership

- **Joplin Plan**: students are assigned to mixed classes for most of the day, but are homogeneously grouped for reading instruction strictly according to reading level, not by grade level, and are freely reassigned when warranted
Suggestions for modifications:

- create mixed groups for high and low-ability students and place the remaining average-ability students in homogeneous groups
- rotate teachers among track levels
- limit it to disciplines in which skill differences are clear detriments to whole-class instruction
Suggestions for modifications:

- use multiple placement criteria
- postpone tracking as late as possible
- offer incentives for taking challenging courses
- minimize separate offerings for gifted and special needs students
There is no research indicating that either homogeneous or heterogeneous grouping is uniformly superior for promoting the achievement of all students.

De-tracking alone will not solve the problems of American education.